In this paper we present a dynamic simulator for intervention autonomous underwater vehicles. Prototyping and testing of such robots is often tedious and costly, and realistic simulation can greatly help validating several aspects of the project. In order to benefit from existing software, the presented system is integrated with ROS, through the Gazebo dynamic simulator, and the underwater image rendering UWSim. The whole approach allows realistic rendering of dynamic multirobot simulation, with contact physics, buoyancy, hydrodynamic damping and low-level PID control. This paper details the modeling choices that are done and exposes how to build its own AUV model. Integration with other ROS programs is exposed, and a simulation shows an example of behavior during a black box recovery mission.
Introduction
A strong trend in underwater robotics is the use of autonomous underwater vehicles instead of the classical Remotely Operated Vehicles and maned submersibles. Risk and cost are highly reduced, as it is never easy to deploy a team on a surface vessel or operators in a submersible. However, experimentation with AUV's is very difficult, because of the environment and the nature of the vehicle. Small experiments can be carried in water tanks, for example low-level control and basic prototyping, but this already requires space and resources. Higher-level experiments like navigation, waypoint following, seabed mapping or sensor-based control are designed to be carried in open environments, which involves high costs, human resources and are highly time consuming. Furthermore, in most autonomous underwater experiment the researchers do not have full knowledge of what is happening underwater, which is another difficulty during early development stages.
For these reasons, simulators have been developed in order to help prototyping AUV control and design. They allow having a full real-time access to all data during an experiment, and thus make it possible to greatly improve the AUV before going into the real experiments. A survey of AUV simulator has been carried in 2008 [6] . Since then, the robotic community got used to the ROS framework [2] which acquired its own AUV simulator, called UWSim [8] . This simulator has been used extensively in the Trident project, and renders realistic images through OpenSceneGraph 1 (OSG) and osgOcean 2 . OSG is an open source 3D graphics application, while osgOcean was developped to render realistic underwater images in OSG. Fig. 1 gives an example of comparison between classical and underwater-oriented rendering. Embedded cameras, basic sonar and other AUV sensors are supported, and multiple underwater or surface vehicles can be present in the same simulation, which allows carrying experiments that would be very difficult in the real environment. A drawback still present in the current state of the art is the absence of dynamic AUV simulation. Indeed, UWSim is only a kinematic simulator, with an external dynamic module that has to be coded in Matlab and only handles single-body vehicles. It is thus limited to kinematic control in the case of intervention AUV's (I-AUV), that carry a robotic arm. Several works have been using UWSim to show advanced whole-body control schemes [1, 4] , but the simulations lack realism. On the other hand, the ROS community is used to the Gazebo simulator [5] , that was designed mostly for ground robots. This simulator handles dynamics, contact physics and is very versatile through its plugin-based design. A good example of Gazebo extension is the recent Hector Quadrotor package [7] that proposes quadrotor UAV simulation. However, as seen in Fig. 1a the rendering is of course far less satisfactory for underwater environments.
The purpose of this paper is to present an integration between Gazebo and UWSim, in order to achieve both dynamic and visually realistic I-AUV simulation. In this work we focus on the low-level dynamics, as higher-level control schemes or navigation tasks can already be implemented through the numerous ROS packages. The proposed simulator, called free-floating Gazebo 3 , aims to
